
A SHANKER SELF-REG® MINI-MOVIE COURSE FOR TEENS
THE STRESSED DETECTIVE



THE STRESSED DETECTIVE
Helping teens and children understand and manage stress through the story of an affable, 
but bumbling private eye and his razor sharp assistant.

The Stressed Detective is a mini-movie 
that tells the story of private eye Bradford 
Cannon and his stress-savvy assistant Raylene 
Reframer, who are on the hunt for the sender 
of some mysterious flowers. These flowers are 
wreaking havoc throughout town by causing 
a stress-induced frenzy in everyone who is 
exposed to them.

This film was developed as a fun way to 
explore Self-Reg®, a five-step process for 
enhancing self-regulation developed by Dr. 
Stuart Shanker. Many people think that self-
control and “trying hard” are the keys to 
success in school and life. “But actually, self-
regulation—how well we understand and deal 
with stress—is the key,” says Shanker. “Self-
regulation is what makes self-control possible, 
and sometimes even not necessary.”

The Stressed Detective will introduce 
you to the brain/body science of stress. 
Understanding stress science will help you 
learn how to identify and manage stressors 
that affect you everyday. 

The engaging and often humorous film is 
broken into 13 short modules that will take 
you through Det. Cannon’s caper and also the 
basics of Self-Reg:
• how our brains and bodies respond to stress 

• how excess stress affects our energy and tension

• how our stress responses can hijack our thinking, behaviour, moods and social   
 interaction

• what we can to do help ourselves when we’re overstressed.

OVERVIEW



THE STRESSED DETECTIVE
Self-Reg is a way to understand and improve self-regulation by understanding and dealing 
with stress better. Self-Reg uses the original scientific definition of self-regulation, which refers 
to how we respond to stress. In Self-Reg we look at how we respond to stress and how those 
responses are related to our tension and energy levels.

We all self-regulate. But sometimes we do it in ways that aren’t so good—ways that make us 
feel better at first, but actually lead to even more stress down the road. Good self-regulation 
keeps our stress response system in balance and leads to less stress down the road.

Self-Reg looks at stress in five domains of experience: 
 • Biological (in the body)
 • Emotion (feelings like sad, happy, angry, scared)
 • Cognitive (thinking)
 • Social (friends and relationships)
 • Prosocial (empathy, knowing right from wrong).

The 5 Steps of Shanker Self-Reg®:
 1. REFRAME the behaviour (see it in a different way).
 2. RECOGNIZE the stressors across five domains.
 3. REDUCE the stress.
 4. REFLECT: enhance stress awareness (learn to recognize when we are truly calm and   
  when we are becoming overstressed).
 5. RESPOND: develop personalized strategies to replenish lost energy and reduce tension in  
  order to recover from stress and get  
  back to normal).

WHAT IS SHANKER SELF-REG®?

People all over the world have 
found that Self-Reg has made 

a huge difference in their lives. 
“We’ve shown that everyone, 

even young children, can learn 
to manage their stress,” says Dr. 

Shanker. “And the greatest benefit 
of Self-Reg is that it enables us to 
not just endure life’s challenges, 

but thrive on them.”

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION VISIT 
SELF-REG.CA

http://SELF-REG.CA


THE STRESSED DETECTIVE
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Stress and Self-Regulation 
 • Define stress and stressors
 • Define stress behaviour

Other People’s Stress 
 • Describe the diversity in what different people find stressful
 •  Describe the interbrain and its role in co-regulation

Reframing Stress Behaviour  
 • Define reframing and its role in Self-Reg
 • Explain the difference between “misbehaviour” and “stress behaviour”
 • Describe how reframing helps us see that “there is no such thing as a bad kid”

Reduce the Stress Load  
 • Explain and demonstrate how we reduce stress
 • Describe how stressors in domains can affect each other
 • Give an example of one way to reduce stress in each domain
 • Describe how reducing stress can help people feel more calm

Stress and the Brain 
 • Explore the Triune Brain theory and its use as a metaphor
 • Describe the role of the Red Brain and the Blue Brain
 • Describe the brain’s hierarchy of stress responses

The 5 Steps and 5 Domains of Self-Reg  
 • Name and briefly explain the five steps
 • Explain the difference between Self-Reg and self-control
 • Describe what Self-Reg is about

Recognize Stressors Across 5 Domains  
 • Name the 5 domains of self-regulation
 • Name at least one stressor in each of the 5 domains
 • Explain what a hidden stressor is



THE STRESSED DETECTIVE
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Reflect and Develop Stress 
Awareness 
 • Describe how it feels to be calm and how  
  it feels to not be calm both physically and  
  mentally
 • Explain the importance of being able to tell  
  when you are, and are not, calm
 • Using the Thayer Matrix, describe what  
  it feels like to be in each quadrant based on  
  energy and tension

Restore Energy 
 • Identify 3 things that you do to restore  
  energy
 • Describe how ways of restoring energy and  
  reducing tension are different for every  
  individual 
 • Explain how ways of restoring energy can  
  work for us sometimes and not others

Strategies in the Biological 
Domain  
 • Identify four biological stressors 
 • Name three ways to reduce stress in the  
  biological domain
 • Describe two ways to restore energy in the  
  biological domain

Strategies in the Cognitive 
Domain    
 • Identify four cognitive domain stressors 
 • Name three ways to reduce stress in the  
  cognitive domain
 • Describe two ways to restore energy in the  
  cognitive domain

That’s a Self-Reg Wrap    
 • Describe the difference between   
  maladaptive and growth-promoting modes  
  of self-regulation
 • Briefly explain what the quote “You Are The  
  Strategy” means
 • Describe how understanding the science of  
  Self-Reg can give us hope

Strategies in the Prosocial 
Domain   
 • Identify four prosocial stressors 
 • Name three ways to reduce stress in the  
  prosocial domain
 • Describe two ways to restore energy in the  
  prosocial domain

Strategies in the Emotion 
Domain   
 • Identify four emotion domain stressors 
 • Name three ways to reduce stress in the  
  emotion domain
 • Describe two ways to restore energy in the  
  emotion domain

Strategies in the Social Domain   
 • Identify four social domain stressors 
 • Name three ways to reduce stress in the  
  social domain
 • Describe two ways to restore energy in the  
  social domain



THE STRESSED DETECTIVE
MAIN CHARACTERS

An affable, but often bumbling and 
decidedly stressed-out private eye 

tasked with finding out who is behind 
the mysterious flowers that are being 

sent all over town, causing stress 
reactions in everyone who is exposed  

to them.

DETECTIVE BRADFORD CANNON

A learned neuroscientist who gives 
Bradford and Raylee a crash course 
on the fascinating workings of the 

human stress response system.

PROFESSOR STRESSOR GUESSOR

A wealthy, but, embittered villain 
driven to “share” the stress of his 

loneliness by sending  
stress-inducing Shankarian Lilies all 

over town.

LELAND SCARWOOD

Cannon’s unpaid intern, who is actually 
much smarter and more  

stress-savvy than her boss, and uses 
her considerable brain skills to solve 

the case, while teaching Cannon  
how to address his stress with 

 Shaker Self-Reg®.

RAYLEE REFRAMER



THE STRESSED DETECTIVE
STORYBOARD

Module 1
Module 2
Module 3
Module 4
Module 5
Module 6
Module 7
Module 8
Module 9
Module 10
Module 11
Module 12
Module 13
Module 14

MODULE 1

MODULE 4

MODULE 6

MODULE 11 MODULE 13

MODULE 9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bz1OXoUOj_YjdUpROWo1c1pnU28/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjaTNVbDFaUU9rWE0&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjdVM5S19vMmNldVU&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjOHpxV3NCeXhaOUE&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjSEZsdmFUNjJ5R28&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjV0NvbWYtdGdHQ2M&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjXzRsdmxqeGtMR28&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjMWlEWG9PTEF6a2s&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjTlFEX3lKMXFNTUk&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjVU9QSjFqZEJDelE&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjSTJFMHpFZTNJcjQ&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjWmxsODJlT1RxbG8&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjVWtXQWtWQVdhck0&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bz1OXoUOj_YjNVluTWpOVkZSTG8&authuser=liz%40self-reg.ca&usp=drive_fs

